
G R O U P  M E M B E R S :

Social Behavior: Interacting 
With Others



Introduction To Social Behavior:

 What Is Social ?

In short behavior is what you react in different situation in 
your daily life is called behavior.

 For example: 

 A Person has an angry personality (This is called behavior)

 And that person becomes jolly with friends (this is called 
Social behavior)



Introduction To Social Behavior:

 What Social Interaction ?

It could be gestures, eye contact or anything.

 Followings are the ways to interact with people:

 social network

 connection with groups ,families, friends etc



An Introvert And Extrovert Person’s Social 
Behavior:

 An introvert person is that person who does not 
interact a lot with people. 

 An extrovert person is that person who does interact 
a lot with people. 

But their social behaviors can be deferent !

For Example: A person is an introvert but his family is 
friendly to him and they live happily and enjoy each and 
every part of their live when this person interacts with any 
person he surely a best behavior of interacting them.



An Introvert And Extrovert Person’s Social 
Behavior:

 And if an extrovert person facing family problems so 
he would be not good a behaving with people.



Social relation

 A series of social relationships that link an individual 
to others.

 Group by group:

Groups share ideas and view about something which 
allows a person to interact and communicate with 
other peoples.



Group behavior:

 Group behavior refers to the situations where people 
interact in large or small groups. Groups of a large 
number of people in a given area may act 
simultaneously to achieve a goal that differs from 
what individuals would do acting alone.

 For example: 

joining a protest or march, participating in a fight or acting 
patriotically. 



Why do people join groups:

 * Companionship

 * Survival and security

 * Affiliation and status

 * Power and control

 * Achievement 



Importance of group behavior in our society: 

 As we know is going on in city. We really need 
cooperation with each other. Everyday people are 
killed without any reason. We can see that how our 
people protest in city on any issue. They come on 
roads in the shape of group but they don’t how to 
protest. They destroy their own people’s shops, cars 
etc. 



Social norms effects on Social Behavior:

 Social norms are created and set by our family 
background. Which we have to follow and we cannot 
deny the fact that we are not following any norm.



Social norms effects on Social Behavior:

 For Example:



 If a boy from a European country and a boy from 
eastern country have different social behavior 
because the people at European side is kind of 
rational and the people at eastern side is 
sentimental. So indirectly, this thing has a big impact 
on behavior which allows a person to behave when 
he is in the process of socialization.



Thank You!


